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SATURDAY'S MASS MEETING FOR GOOD
ROADS AN ENTHUSIASTIC GATHERING
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a large air---- helped him in his-lean and- Un-1 ar promises to be the best ever'makes you feel bright,
3
vigorous to a large attendance and one of
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. • the history of the school.

More Interest in Murray - Benton - Pad u c ah
Gravel Road Than Ever Shown Before.
Many Volunteers to Help.
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GIN of the children fell inttl'a
water tank ori-an Alabama farm and was rescued unconsci
ous and
apparently lifeless. The frantic moth
er rushed to.
the telephone end called the doctor si,a mile
s
ay.
He told her what to do and started at
once, but
before he arrived the child ,vas out of dear
er.
The protection of women andehildren is only
one of the chief values of the telephon
e on the
farm.
You can have this service at small east. See
the nearest Bell Tlephone Manager
or send a
postal for our free booklet. .

at
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EDITORIAL
S their forefathers farmed. This terselydescribe;
the lives of
many farmers today. .They are following the traditi
ons and
.
methods taught by their fathers. The method that
s
prevailed
then were probably the best that were
known at that time. As the
soil was almost virgin, the immediate results
of the great damage
that was being done to it were not noticeable:
There has been one
Conclusion of absolute certainty reached,
and that is the fact .that
there must be as much put back into the soil
as is taken out of it.
I- or years the majority of farmers' sons
have migrated citywards.
There were probably many reasons for this,
but. undoubtedly, the
chief reason was the fact that each year they
-saw the farm- grow
poorer, and gradually they began to form the
impression that there
was little, if any. future there for them; there
was naught for them
but toil from early morning. until late night, and
but little of interest
in the eternal grind_ flow &Herein this could
be were the farmer to
send his boys to the farming college or if they were
not old enough.
to take up the study themselves, to experiment
and to watch the
results. This wauld have a natural tendency to
create an interest in
the farm life. The percentage of boys that leave
the farm would lie
materially decreased if theysaw wire abundant
crops each year. and
ads ancing prosperity all around. Discuss farm
matters with your
boy, take him into your confidence. assist him
.to acquire 'scientific
knowledge, let him make some experiments
himself, and you will
soon see a wonderful change come over your
farm life. Farm with
something besides physical labor, farm with brains.
Acquire knowledge of scientific methods. And - your physical labor
will be materially
reduced. This knowledge is proffered to you for
the asking. your
State College and the United States Gover
nment are willing and
.ager to assist you.
•
There are few more beautiful places in the univer
se then —Spring
Hilt. the Kentucky home of -Mr. Johnson K. Camde
n. which islilleistrated in this issue orWe—ii-ionitl
--y Magazine Section. ‘Vlaile West
Virginia was the birthplace of Mr. Camden. Kentuc
ky has become his
- home by adoption, and no citizen of that State
has donemore, if as
much, to advance.her interests. tier uplift is his
constant aim and
• her progress his ino
.work.
Many letters have been received by the publishers of
the monthly
Magazine Sretio9is 5oeaking in the very bigheA praise
of its first issue.
This has bees_pAsesurce of crsat_wr4ifacro5s.
4:141-ia- a measure rewards them.t.2heir efforts to Owe Attie readers
_ a.good, clean cut
enagazine sere' . wed oat that isktoutliLtb ordinat
a.
stAran of such
-publications. educating**. yit *tem-lilting.
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Injecting_Progressinto a Great City
The Revival_of Cincinnati
- By W. C. Culkins,
&get The Chamber of Commerce
INCINNATI'S renaissance it,the most intunately situated at the exact point of contact
are just opening up their treasures to the world.
teresting feature of municipal. developbetween Dixie and the north, the location is not
Thus surrounded by every character of raw
, ment in America. It is comparatively
less advantageous from a commercial and inmaterial in its most available form, connected
easy for a new city to establish itself with mod- dustrial point of view. Since it is the exacw by rail and waterways' helpful and restraining
ern ideas while making for' itself a position and
center of the great Ohio valley which has been
influence it would have been strange had not
a name, but it is doubtful if any municipality
Cincinnati become a great industrial as well as
with such long established institutions and Jeep
commercial center. Not only did factories lovmsmosinnelk
-N,
rooted traditions has ever made such rapid
cate and enlarge, but became more diversified
- stride*. Or achieved. to much in a few years as _
until it may be said that today Cincinnati has
this Queen City of the West. With age and
a greater variety of business and manufacturing
prestige' supported by unquestioned financial
activities than any other city in the world. The
stability and commereiar integrity, the citizenslogan -Cincinnati can supply you" means what
ship, has fallen int° a selfsatisfied complacency.
it
. says, that whatever may be your requirement
which, for magy-feaTi riciiiiewhat retarded proggoetrill be able to buy it id- Cincinnati, with the
ress in its broadest conception. This, however,
probability that you can there obtain it direct
was not without value since it provided a subfrom the producer.
.4
stantial foundation-for-the- newer ideals in rest'
All of this, however, preliminary to the topic
upon.
in hand, and leads to the time- some seven or
Foreigners complain of the similarity and lack
eight years ago when the citizenship awoke to
of individuality of our American cities. This is
the realization that a city may be great in
not true of Cincinnati. for even the casual visitor
conneree. and yet not fulfill its highest destiny.
itsr
who views the green clad hills rising above the
A spirit of interest in the higher things that
lower basin crowned with institutions of art and
make for municipal achievement stirred the peolearning, must carry away with him the impresple and with this the new era began. Built upon
sion that here natural beauty is conserved and
stately bills rising from charming valleys. Cin-.
culture and education has found an abiding place
cinnati - vrell deserved fame as the mast picturFrom its earliest days Cincinnati has occupied
esque city in America, yet so little heed was
a distinctive pos.i..an among her sister cities
given that in park area she ranked among the
• The firstsettlers came from sturdy New Jersey
lowest in the country. Here came the 'first deand Pennsylvania stock, leavened with a dash of
velopment
A movement was started to conchivalrous Kentuckians, and established a city
serve and embellish these natural beauties. Pubwhich at once became noted for the broad views
lic spirited citizens gave illustrated lectures in
and tolerant spirit of its people. In the days of
all sections showing what less favored places
water travel it was the gateway of the south and
had -accomplished and as a result a comprehentest. and the students, travelers and frontiers- called the "workshop of the world." with a thousive park system has been adopted, which, when
men w ho passed through, stopped long enough
sand miles of waterways between its hills, and
completed, will be unsurpassed by any other city
to leave the impress of their diversified ideas,' hundreds of miles of tributary pouring in from
in -the nation, if not in the_ wotld.
Wit-throughout theixtOrIditie tittle tqwa on ,.
-pOints, of the compass,.
Already the park area has been increased from
the_Ohio became known as "theireest_ city-ow _
the east is the-greatest soft coal-producing -216-to2.9.
111keicres awd boulevards, parkways, ten-11.41
region of the world; on the north the mineral
nis courts and golf links are being established.
The city became the great point of exchange ores and orchards; on the west the grain bearing
Where formerly the municipality gave no thought
for the products of the south and west for those
prairies, and opthe south the cotton fields, and
to its children leaving them to seek amusement
of Europe and the north and east_ Cincinnati
now the inexhaustible mines and quarries which .in restricted school yards, or upon the streets
commanded the commerce of the Mississippi
basin and thereby laid the foundation of a business supremacy based upon a high order of
ethics which she has ever maintained_
•
It was not in the nature of things that the
commerce of a mighty empire should be restricted to one gateway, so the coming of steam
transportation developed Chicago. St. -Louis and
other points to the far west. Cincinnati was,
therefore, in a measure, restricted to her natural
sphere of influence, the Ohio Valley and the
South. And here it may he said that in one
_point of distinction thert_ill_IL.disPete7-it is as
to whether Cincinnati is themost northern city
of the south, or the most southern city of the
north. Whichever may be correct it is true
- that Cincinnati was located on its present site by
Kentuckians. and their selection happily placed
it where northern enterprise meets. southern
heartiness and combines to make Cincinnati the
most vigorous yet hospitable city- in the world.
That she might carry out her destiny Cincinnati. when the expediency arose, again did some
tiling distinctive by boasting a great railroad into
the heart of the south, and is,.. still the only
American city ovrolog • steam railroad. If forvtlw Or POrntrrailif ;Was
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lieitinati, that freight rates are
g 74.-- seat of medical instruction and learning. year.
more lasora
• .
- -and that -ktosgratallii-eal location
A -ss.entically OPerated rtibriculosis sanitarium
tenders deliveries
Two new skyscrapers are to he built. one at
prompt
, it is easy to understand why_t
has saved many lises...anditt_c_operation with _.
Sixth and- Maui. the-.-obee on 141,-,14. -nj-tne
he citizens
old ---oTtirogressive Cincinnati
-the rigorous teneinent,-. _house. inspection Pitt
regard. their city as an
St. •Nicholas .A new hotel..the Metropt<le.
ha - - ideal market place for the-coabliihed and the volunrsry ;work of public
Ictiyer. -an attractive
just been completed, and the 11-eijel Gibson. which
resort for the visitor, and a havisi
titistitetrcitizens
mush to
out the
'of refuge for
Plclude 54710.r.o,nrs with Laths, -and eost
• -t-hr-investrir cur honieseelier.- ff
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Mayor.
Attest: H. E. HOLTON.
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proceed to let to the lowest bidder the contract to build a concrete side-walk abutting your
land that has been oruered by
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you can I) V L1V-VILK-LAX from
this Week.
E. D. MILLER!
0. T. Keys and wife left Wedneeday of this week for Brook. — Shirley Clayton left the first
port, Ill., where they will re• of the week for Lexington, Ky.,
where+, will enter the State
side in the future.
_
University for the ensuing term.
5/ANTI:D.—Two rooms, furnI•heal for linbt houatikeeninw.— YOUR LIVER LACKS GRIGF-
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Thrusting Aside the Tragedy of Tradition
_

A Barbecue and an Awakening
By A..Bart Horton

ENTUCKY has produced a wondfrful -galaxy' -Union in The pr&Ftation
Ol-coal and, what is more,
The program of the exercises was as follows..
of great men.. The Blue Grass State has as time goes on will
increase the lead and hold kr.
proudly given to the nation Men of magSpeeches from South Platform
for she has a greater deposit of high-grade coal
•
- mfieent ability in the forum, men of powerful minds than
Piesident University of Kentucky.
either Pennsylvania or WettVirgirtia. It can 'Juice
and. brilliant Pens, Among the foremost of these
Presiding.
also be truly said of Kentucky, at of almoit no
f.
- • men of today is Johnson N. Camden, not great
I. Dr. Fred Mutchler, Washingtotti
other country, that if we were absolutely isolated
Chief—
alone in mind and executive-ability, but for a char,
in
Charge
of
Demonstra
tion Work
from the rest of the world, we have withir our,
acter that is 'constantly striving for the common
in Kentucky.
selves everything necessary for the development of
Subject : Poors' and Girls' Demonstration Work.,
good. It was in great part due to this ability that
a most advanced and prosperous civilization. We
. __the wonderfully rich treasures of tlse. coal mines in- have -itt almndance the raw
1. James C. Caldwell. President First NationalMaterials, iron, coking
Bank, Lakefield, Minnesota. Minnesota Mem Eastern Kentucky were sent out to the world, for coal, timber,
fire and porcelain clays, phosphate
ber of American Commission to Study
he marshalled the capital that opened the mines
depolits. nil, gas.and an endless 'variety of, mineral
____Isgricultural Cooperation and-- --- -and built the railroads .into them. Having accomwealth, _1_ Most vatic(' soil, grazing lands, and a
Rural Finances.
• phthe4 t1ff With the highest degree Ursticoess, be •lieneficen climate
. Subject: The Farmer and His Finances.
t
began" to quietly investigate the condition of Ken3 J W. Newman. Commissioner of Agriculture
tucky's only other great interest-agricithure. He of Kentucky.
_FARML
ANDS
HEART
OF
STATE
. --waw- nmeh..-of tree Wondeffut iouleing gradually-Subject: State -Aid.
impoverished. and he saw the heroic efforts of a
"Vet, while the mineral wealth of the state is
,
IN =OMISSION
' •
- little *
- tad 'of men struggling against the tragedy
a vital thing and means more to us than we can
. SI
=woo
of tradition. In common with them he saw the
now understand, to * my mind the very soul and
4 -Professor C. G. Hopkins, University of Illinois
possibilities of making Kentucky one of the great
heart of Kentucky must always dwell in her farm
Subject: Soil ConserVation,
agricultural states of the nation, and to them he
lands and pastures -beautiful, gently rolling, the
5 Professor Charles J. Brand,_%Vashington, D C.
ettended welcome assistance. His personal energy,
fairest, and greenest the -sun shines upon, and fruitAssistant in Charge Bureau of Marketing.
acne mind, and an open purse became important
ful as the delta of the Nile. Kentucky will ever
Subject: Cooperative Farm Marketing
factors in the fight. The chief obstacle that had
he a -great farming state, and the character of her 6. Prof.
T. I.. Hiecker. Chief of the Dairy School,,,,
been met- with was the reluctance of farmers to
agriculture will determine the character and deUniversity of Minnesota.
accept the theories advanced to them. For years
velopment of her 'people. Someone has well said
to Professor T. L. Haecicer, Chief of the Daito
they had been living in the lethargy of tradition,
that a people can not be greater or stronger than
School. University of Minnesota,
olistinately ignoring the progressive ideas founded
th_eir
on the act ..al results obtained
by - taeriments.
• "Vt hat I wish to draw attention to today. and to •
Camden conceived a new method of preaching the
speeches' from North Platform
emphasize. is the well recogni7ed fact that in mindoctrines of scientific farming. He extended an
l'icorrssot
H II .ene_tity, President State -Normal
ing, itunufacturii g mid all productive enterprices.
invitation to every farmer and to each, member of
School. Western District, Presiding.
the
basic
form
4 41 wealth is in itself only about
every farmer's family in Kentucky. to visit his
R. L. Itarnett. Secretary and Treasurer of Kenco percent of the problem involved-the other so
beautiful place at Versailles on August 20. He
tucky, Division of Farmers Educational
percent
is
organizati
in
which
on,
really
means coCooperative Union of America.
secured the services of the foremost agricultural
ooeration
Granting that our soil would grade
Subject: Farmers' Unionexperts in the United . States to be present on that
No .1 in fertility-which in mariy cases it will not
- day, and he promised them -that feast which is
. Professor T. J. Coates. State Supervisor of
though by intelligent and inthistrious methods
Rural Schools.
nearest to the Kentuckian _hew% aBir_bcrts,c____Tha
it csn be., made to-as we now stand, with our im• Subject: The Farmer and the Country School.
invitation so splendidly extended. was as splendidly
..
of _soll_cclutation.,..0!_raaiL4ipp__
.
accepted. ,,From early morning_..s6.1c1c.c-sof
- -3.. -F.:- 11,--Tousle, -of -Minnesota.. Edit4..r-of7
. -2C..
* operation"and Secretary of
description. ancient and modern. streamed into- ft-ooferilion," we Tarmers are rea4zing but half of
Relationship League.
what we are entitled to _from our farms.
Spring Hill . loaded_ to. capasits with_ iaegaers and
Suhject: Cooperation.
"1Vith us the chief obstacle to organization and
fzroter's- wives: The interurlon service was taxed
A
to its utmost, and everyone who came enjoyed_ cooperatitm, to my mind, is the .intense individual!NMI ISGION
-ISM -Of the Kentuckian" That spirit of self-reliance,
* himself for there was entertainment of every•
Si USIC
SURGOO
indomitable will, and courage to stand alone and
sentition. Mammoth tents gaily decorated pro4 Pr ,fessor J. H. Kastle. Director Experiment.
alt-suffscient. which made him the greatest pioneer
vided with every comfort and convenience, burgoo
Station, Kentucky.
-made by a master hand, excellent music, entertain- the world has eser known. is in a measure a detriSubject: Why the Farmer Should be a Cliemist_
ment now and blocks his further progress and
ing and instructive addrisses, and a treat In itself,
F. Dr Bradford Knapp. Washington.
C. Chief
material deselopment. We are not living in the
a visit to Spring Hill. "The ceremonies were held
of Farmers' Cooperative Demonstration Work.
age of the coonskin cap and long-barrel rifle.- Our
in. that part of Mr. Camden's property that lies
Subject: Farm 'Extension Work.
across the pike from his home. It was a wonderful times 'are strenuously competitive and the degree 6..
John S. Sinclair, A-B, LL B.
of
'
ery complex.
sight to see those countless thousands gathered
Su''4ct; Witat Cooperative Marketing Has
there, :Vies in their holiday attire, earnest men.
Done for 'the Old World.
•
and happy children.. In order to- accommodate the
1-,e ge Roberts. Professor of Agronomy.
SHOULD ORGANIZE AND COOPERATE
vast crowds there were two speaker's stands. Mr.
University of Kentucky.
"Realising this condition, we should set abdut
Camden opened the exercises with-an address, which
Sub- -t: The, Soil-how to Put Value- Into I
intelligently, with desiermination. and oursyes open.
and Get Value Out of It.
m_part was as follows:
to learn the value of organization and cooperation.
"Nfy friends,l give you one an I all a most- hearty
There were- many distinguished atria from Kenand to fully understand the destructive quality of
welcome I am truly delighted, to have you here
tucky there.: _Governor McCreary, Lieutenant Goys_
univention
selffiffind
ally
ividualism.
todiy. I hope you will allow me to tell you briefly
ernor .N1cDermott. Rufus VanSant. Stanley Reed
what was in my mind when I. decided to have this
-We must establish team work among ourselves. Speak; Of the }louse of Representatives
-of Ken.
• barbecue.
we must trust one another if we are to prosper
rocky, were among those present All Woodford
"Always:. in thinking of Kentucky, I have a great further as a', people and advance the solidarity of Cnurir. toinect
Mr. Camden in-making -this-es:tut the
ir.spiring vision.. I have been in, most of the states
Kentucky interests
great.: - epoch in Kentuclo's agTiculturat'-history.
in the -Union, and have traveled in -many lands, but
"I have an unbounded faith in the future of and
days had been assisting him in tht peeI have never beheld a state or empire (bat has such
Kentucky and in the ability of Kentuckians to do
vtiac.' The heatitifut-day. the enormous
prat
.__.
material possibifities, variety of soii diversity of things when their- attention and
intete.sts are cert._ _ crowd. :he snanifest pleasure7 of -es'e.rYone oroPly
s--toodukcs and other blessings cis our owls_ beloved
tered upon that'things. It is beams, of In* repaid Mr. Camden for his efforts From his heart
state-old Kentucky.
—
•
ambition and hope to personally help in quickening .came •' e words. "Today. I am the happiest man
•
'2_'In_tess_avarsiinse• she will- lead-ese,ry state iWthe--41i,v-inevremenr-tfurt I decided -tp give this barbecue:
"
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Solid Gold Frames
Gold Filled. 15 year guarantee
Platanoid
Aluminum
German Silver
-

^

$8.00
4.50
..... 3.00
3.501.50

nok caAssas
Solid Gold mounting, Vici
$6.50
Gold Filled, 15 year guarantee
4.60
441
44
Rini"
.
340
flatimoid.
2,50
Filled with best Crystaline tense, complete
- at above prices.
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Isaias

$1.00
12.00
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'SOUR restores health and cheer- was visiting in th:s vicinity
last
fulness. Price
c net bottle. Sunday.
Sold by Dale & Stubblefield.
Mr. Alvis Finney and 4ife
visited Mr. John Finney at ColdMimi Minnie Campbell and Mr. water
last Saturday and Sunday.
H. L Travik a young couple Of
Jentrte'lleach has moved
sear Murray, in Calloway count* were married this morning at into his new home recently
11:30 o'clock at the residence of erected.
H. L Travis, 254 Clements St Mr. Johnson Langston is preThe Rev. Charles S. Gregeton paring to build some houses.
pastor of the Second Baptist
church, officiated. The couple
was accompanied to Paducah by
Kin Evie Jones and Mr. Otis
Brook. The bride is an attzan
tive girl of Calloway county,
Medical and
while Mr. Travis is a _popular
treatment Dimon
yam school teacher.--Paducah •
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-001) walked down the raa with Jean
- "Yes. indeed." said Wood. "Colonel Castlewith lean and I tomorrow to tali it over."
and the Colonel, who had been talking
wain is a splendid character, and when I last
"Yon are very kind. Colonel. I shall be glad
over old times until it was time for
saw Miss Castlewain,-she was only ten years old, to come over." -----•
,thetn_to drive_liotne...to_luntli.„
,.._„,
and 1 had no -41...vliat-sbe would-grow into such---•,---howits- nearly. a mide•-te- theffEastlewain home
.
tile Colonel said to Wood, "My bog, I have
a ,weet and beautiful girl."
• from Maior Shelby's cottage, but the distance
grieved very much over. your father's troukdes,
'A wasn't sreaking. of the Colonel and Nliss •!id ii,,t
sits so long to Wood, as lie walked
-but he would aecept no assistance from me. Jean,"
replied • Miller. "though they certainly_ate
over the next morning. He was happier than he
After. you left college so suddenly, he vyjote Me top-notchers. It was. that teain of thoroughhad been for years, for his estrangement with
enclosing a draft for. $500, stating-that he underbreds. I was thinking of."
;-his father had thrown a cloud of sadness over
stood that I had paid certain,. obligations of
"So was I," said Wood,
his life. .-Even the fact that'the fields he passed.
W-ood's to that amount, and thanked me for
That afternoon the Colonel and - Wood drove
now level, .nOw rolling into smiling little•valleys
doing so. I wrote him enclosing my check for
over to the Court House, where Major Shelby's
reflecting on that spring morning the blue of the
this money, and assuring him that neither he
little.property.was sold to Wood, at a. price that
cloudless sky. had once.. been 'the property of
nor you owed me a cent. This check has never
just coveted ih'e inottgage and the e•oirt costs. the Shelby's. did not sadden him. Major Shelby'•
been cashed, --Aftez---1--re-c-e-iy-e-41--youff--$500.---1--in--- ' On the ride toiand from the Court
11,,iise the financial-condi-trio --Pad neces-itatea.
mort
i vested the entire amount in your father's name. Colonel talked constantly of iii;childre
n. His
gaging of various parts Of his projiirly from time
Th,e intiestment pro.ed to Ile frutuodts.-Land---Inve frit them was unusually c•-ieat. and
they were to time; All- of these -mortgages. had been fore- .1
alottia. sio-en years ago_ I instructed attorneys to
always a pleasing topic .of c,.nver,ation to him. closed.
and .C.01••nel Castlewain had acquired the
notify your father that a distant relative of your
Wood was also delighted t•• hsten. for in the
property from. various purchasers: and had remother's had left him a little legacy:. Which has
early days they had been veryclose to him. The
modeled the old Shelby -homestead. for his ownpaid him about $25 a month. God knows it lia.
Colonel'told Wood of Harry's life since the acuse. 'Woodls boyhood days were vividly recalled
-hurt me very muck to think of him in want. cident at college;
that on the advice of-physkiaws- to him as he passed each familiar spot. and enwhen I have more money than I can possibly
he haek•taken hiin to the South ••1 France, and
tered the well known driveway that led through
spend. - Your father saved my life once, and this
that while abroad Harry had taken un the stridy
Iheautiftti parkland Sc, his fnrince ht,Pre. Ileo”,t11.
Tact. Szide-froin mY deep affection for him. should
•
••f medicine. and was now practicing in a French
a group of fine old forest trees he saw lean
...v on the McdIterrine:wf
•
picking Tonqui.s.
him in every ,way possible. - I want you to go_
"(Mite_ often Ilarzsi-asulA lay* talla37-nr you
"Can I help yon, lean?"
over to the sale of the property with me this
and wonder'ed what had become of you. When
As "she hearfi Wood's' Voice she turned and'
..letnoon to bus it in for me, and give .it to him
af.
dlast visited- hum I endeavored to persuade him
replied. "I would he defigt.lted-nry -tave yon Wood;
as though coming from you. •keart and I have
to return to America and take up the practice '-but _J__beli!Ive I have enough of these yellow
been -*erring itarry-trrtlrerroTallillTril'arice for - of medieme. but- he Vas been doing
.2 great deal
l•i:mks"
several. months, and we only arm( d in New
of hospital woik there and has -promised that •
Arid
she isalke-d -Ciwaril the_Aive to greet
-ago. I had -uarasucted -aftet
-a Ye-ar
v;T .r come-tatle
indeed'
-in
agent-i---trere fo 1.•,;;;I: atter your father and do
t1.ye sta_te."
In r sivriple
•
white. the Ruld of the IonecirytIcing. p(issili;e br, hon. -On -my arrival in
lust before they reached Maior
home
:I;-!Aip-T her _shoulder. and her fair
New,York. -I found a letter telling of the fore-__-the Colonel asked•.Wort,1 what, his
plan- tiqsre.
white ••
'1•1' 11 - - TN; aL:Ain,t the green of their
closure on your father's property. I notified
"I am very notch undeeideol.. Colonel I own
sterns.
thorn, immediately., to take steps f
purchase
a half interest in 3 rinch 1T1' WV,
111 /
Our
They walked to the house together. and as
this property. and a!-••• Dixie arid Ii
colt. Busi
.4 .roperty i-, Part .
- .f - air-rrr-;.: •-•
t it and
tl:e•-•ricareil
•-Tie said to him, "do-es the place
ness.detaine•I tee in ...New 1.•.rk. and !.c.nuld not
we l!.iye 1-.1•0,T1 v. ry
.A.fn!.•w 1t11 it _I know
.1 tonal to you Woital)"
reach byre until la -t uiiht ••
r
rv. adier-i
, to leaving
...4,Not much; but what-es er change there • s.
"1 C.:111 Ttc1:!'ly :11'1'reeiate your fee!,-,4; Colonel.
and I 'ei I AI ,aght• ta be
a- the lietter.
.
of
h,
'115
1.155
better t!-a• you -how; ,,ear 1::re-, ;or a is h,t,, a. 4,.a .,,,••
"Father
-:aid lean. "tint
tnj father
iii.1 ••.:r estrangeiritA caused by
'I heartily avree
1 eh. t' .1
my
many other misfortunes.
I' I Iteliese WV', VI- •11'1ft",
1-1 be with , ttirlls. slet if yon asiTI s t
•
.,.randa until 1
have 4:11' tt- i 1 in. greatly. I wil
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• • 11 11,in 11:- pee -I'll? phy- .i
.n,i:t.n he wool(' arraoge lily •floUcers. I-v.
en•leas or to- carry out
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at
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father regards nte as a siteeess`"
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"It is said." replied_ \Von*. "that a inan's_ tern...
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;and the Colonet-.yoo-the run- r
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ColoneL he said. "I.Caa. tell& ttle:31Lateb. thinkie. alyeist
Thes-lenoWlettgr--11-ad--1ieW--iiT
ffifnes antrT- Ini.k
she
there I....some doubt in your mind as to her
-an offe-rt irhe could
pernapis Induce on to tell made
great value to him at his Wyoming ranch. whose
her ot` It.
Botta Devi and
I itmoe always • een very curious
ability as a manager."
about
it, and WIZcrops had far exceeded those of any other in that .005 to hoer t
ist•iry, so timid It out
hioney
"Not a bit of it, illy boy. I regard
and
sums
Jay
am going to pay you that
Jean as a
section. For generations back the Slielby.s had' virit
promised
tole f tbore rewards that 1 hair
settees's in every respect." ,
prom
ism
myself,
•
ii
devoted much of their time, and much of their
toit• been real good, and Carl
to tome with me
As -they- seated .themselves" the Colonel
Ile says, hulre.Ver,'
said. money to horses, and love for them
that
several
th,"is
and
acres
of
ten thousand
was
l want You to tell -u of your Western
and a new wife Sr. about ranch.
all lie can attend to.
life, bred in Wood, and this probably accounte for
-write to
.1 ltIUM Slant
d
V1 I F. 111..•
_
I
i
lots
and iota of lose,
his great success with them. H found that the
"it's about a similar story, Colonel. to
"Barry."
those farm was being conducted far, to extravaga
ntly
of leit!st hays
West, excepting that I have for the results. I le
Jean fully :minded to hear the story from
sent for a noted agricultural
In en snore than ordinarily fortunate.
When I
expert,.. who spent several weeks with him ana.\ nodits ev•ery detail. She was becoming
left You at college, I determined to
do everylYzing the soil in various part, of the farm, and
more than interested in him. •and to Jean this
thing • possible to mend my ways, and to
try to
in studying the cattle situation. Many of the
nicatit a great deal. for while she had been
convince-father that there was some good in
me. old retainers had been on the farm for years. courted at
and toasted abroad, she had
I had enough personal possessions to
obtain
and it was, rather difficult for Wood to teach
given men Ind little Consideration _and thought;
money enough , to get to Arizona, and as
you
them the error of: their ways. He was patient. this with the _exception,
.cour,e,.
.brotlier,
know haring come Considerable knowledg
e of
however, his pleasant smile and frank goodfellowand her father, who was her ideal' of chivalrou
s
horses. I -Soon became a fairly proficient 'sow
soon
. ship .
_wan for hiin the affection of nearly
manhood.puncher,' but my only other accompli
shment everyone employed on the property, and he imIt was time. to dine when Wood jliined her,
was some ability in the use' of a gun. I saved
„parted so much of his enthusiasm to. them, that
and the dinner was a revelation to him; the beaumy, salary religiously, and after I had been
out
he was able to accomplish far more than was
tiful stirring room exquisitely furnished, a dinner
there about eight months I won a couple of prizes
ever done before. They even forgot to smile
delightfully cooked and servrd. and a hostess
in a pistol contest, Which with my Savings
en- at his innovations and some of the -new fangled" famed for her, beauty and wit.•and
he as the sole
able.d me to send' you $500. I .worked for five
machinery that he brought to the farm, and inguest was a -combination of delightflil ..circum=,years as-a cowboy, and M a lucky Moment 'grUb.
stead of ridicule they began to be frankly in- 'stances that thrilled him:- • He enjoyed .that din,iistaked* a prospector who was fortunate enough,
terested in the results.
lier More than any other event
life, and
to locate a -placer mine.' Ile wrote me of the
It wis only occassionally that Wood saw Jean.
his pleasure was so plainly _discernable even
discovery and I joined him. We worked the
and on most 'of these occasions h e took horsethrough his reserve. that Jean thought sure that
mine for about a year until it gave out. 1Ve
back rides Witli her, a pastime of w hide she was
the story was hers. Sitting on the.veranda after
tOok enough out of it, however, to buy a good
passionately fond. She said to him, one day, dinner, the,sOli- Kentucky twilight rapidly fading
sized Minh- in_ Vycilnitig,_-__- which Aste__lia-ve-_liceit.
'!-WootL--- I ,--ltaSre.4issi received - a letrer:--„frofft.. my _into -stight,---betanig
-trusapp-are-nT To virocia
developing evee since, and which is paying very
friend Mrs. Jordon. who tells methat she knew • that the subtle attraction of this beautiful girl
well. That practically, Colonel, is, the history of
you in the West."
boded ill for hi, peace of mind. Months before
.
my Western life."'
. -he had recogni7ed the strong- possibility of his
-Mrs. Jordon? I can .not recall .anyone of that
"I am heartily _glad of your success. my boy.
-admiration for her developing into a sentiment
name." but will your interests in Wyoming prevent'
"No, hut you knew her as Betty Johnson."
much stronger and deeper: lie assured himself,
you front taking Up some work for me here."
"I remember_ Miss Betty Johnson very Well. that his chances for winning a girl so attractive
"I do not - believe' that they would interfere.
Ifer father owned_ the Bar j ranett, where I
asjean. whose affectfons were probably already
Colonel. for we have them 'in such shape that
worked .for more than a year. and where I was engaged and whose'position in life was so much
they can be handle!
'by lily partner. Of course,
above his, were -slight indeed, and lie determined
foreman for "sometime before I heard of our
they will miss - my assistance. but I believe that
mine disenvery. I did not• know, however, that
to steel himself against a love so hopeless. He
in view of father's condition I should be here.'
was thinking of this now as he listened to Jean
die was married. or whorn she married."
_
and if I can he of real assistance to you I will
"She married David Jordon,.whom she, sajis
white tha. was _telling hint about some tof the
be trifle than glad of the opportunity."
I
you also knew." /
incidepf,s of her school life where she and Betty
Jean rose. saying. "I have some household
"So she married Dave Jordon. Verdant Dave, Johnson had been chums and room mates. She
duties to- attend to so I wiH leave you while you
was artfully leading up to, the Western story.
he was christened,
,by one of the boys when he
discuss your business, matters."
struck the ranch. He was'sure some tenderfoot.
"By the way, Wood." she said. "Betty write.
"All right. daughter.- i•-iil the Colonel. "Now.
with a most noticeable embellishment of green. Me that you saved Dave from a thrashing once.
------1;'ood. I want to explain to you just what I mean
tell me about it."
However, lie was pretty much of a man." •
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my departure for France. several months -agocral little iosc_sits that savor of the dramatic. ccpting that it creased an impression on him and
my ,upt:rintendent, aped. .He, was an o14 friend---tha-t- -happened to you in your WeS
most grateful: It wasn't the physical
of mine and I fear that because of his age he
"
-atm
litfet'haenmd
. pain
suggests that• 1 notice yorrtceteft-1"
nwo
af getting--thrasited-. ieot thc- humiliation tre
7T
evening, I- feared
The winter season at the ranch had
entire_ charge Cil my- place and to especially look
- vreteit4- tilse t6 have you come over and dine with - Itist about erased. and 'we were getting ready for
safth my horses and cattle. My wife's father and
--site, and teH- tne 2 -little -rrifire of your Western the- spring work. We were in had shape, for our
brothers were socceSsfol business. men -in- New
--file, especially - of- rise—e-yeint---- or •wierch---Betty - -foreman•was'ill and we were short several Men.
York.- and they have seicreeded -in --tircritlift-Z
-r was upWrites me."/
at the nniithern -part of the ranch
business principles into fait to SOth an event
"It .will give me great pleasure to 'come. Jean, looking after some line' work when he rode_into
that I watild like to- apply-them to my farm as.
'although -I fear that the so-called dramatic inci- 'the ranch 'house and asked Mr. Johnson for a
n - ch as possible. Financially I am a wealthy
iob. Ile is as asked a few of the usual questions.
- dents is-on't enteriain you very vim ch."
rtan. and lean and - ilarry - hive both inherited.
and atlit•ited that he knew very little of ranch
satArelhe,yeranda the n „.,„t
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I .. oterable amount of: n-ioney from
uncles tit -Tivaiting foTAVO;td, she reread the,
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work. 1,11 that he could ride and was_willing_
Nu- York. I want to -put you in entire charge
to learn He was told, if he was willing to stay
had. 'received from Betty Jordon:
.• my place for a year at whatever salary you
around .r a couple of weeks until the spring
may l'onk is right. At the end of the year, ,if
• Isnot
season ..:'tened. and work for his board only, that
-To o„ girl in the
o.me West your
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yt tir work is as successful as• I think it will be, le,tere are like the blessed
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perhaps I can Make it worth v-our while to di's., to,f,weect.
• y,ot wrote of Wood" Shelby retuentre home. I -making
He is as 'glad to do this as he
pose of your Wyoming interests. and take charge
aOTI•ler if "this Isn't the same Whorl Shelby that
said he
is broke.' lie was' utterly unused to
worked m the ranch erdne yeafs ace'. If It in, he's a
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Mr. Alvis Finney and wife
visit
Mr. John Finney at ColdMiss Minnie Campbell and Mr.
water last Saturday and Sunday.
H. L Travis, a young couple of
Mr. Jennie-Beach has moved
near Murray, in Calloway couninto his new home recent!)
ty were married this morning
,
at
11:30 o'clock at the residence of erected.
Mr. Johnson Langston
H. L Travis, 254 Clements St
pew
The Rev, Charles S. Gregston, Paring to build some hairs&
pastor of the Second Baptist
church, officiated.
ellseelkerhellte
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'the forest, lift their mighty heads from the, greensward, is the some forty fees high,
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planted, In the center of this
garden is a Immature I a k e,
floating on the surfaFe of
.which are numerous beautiful
species of water plants. In
the spring and slimmer, this
with its thousands of
flo wers blooming profusely is
one of the most beautiful.
sights imaginable. Just beyond
this garden air the t r tin a s
courts a n d about 'a hundred
miltsOsjL.from them_iur the
conservatorie• ,
With all
_spiernlid beau- •
ties Spring Hill is. essentially
a___Iictine wherein
i- ttement
taste- - 1-1-e e Mr.
att41
linden. man of quiet force
and activ-e wool. • dircets the
f(1)11T.•• of his many enterprises.
I. con-tintly lending assistance to 'rnitvernents for
—public good. It has been his effort f.nr sears t( assist
the agrICIllturarand cattle raisitt‘t industries in Kentucky. Well knoSsing the .!
i bsolute necess4ty for
concerted action Tott. the 11:01 7.1. the 1:711.iucky farmers to imprtive their condition. he months .ago con..ceived. the idea of gathering 211 of the fartnets to-.
• get er in /leiter to tormuTate a toinprehensive• line
of action. The results of his slforts is given in
another portion of. 0115 _MagaLilie__

ily since- tlic.days of the Indians. The olJ homestead was
destroyed by fire a few yeats
ago, and was rebuilt by Mr.
Camden on almost similar
lines. The property is hout
two miles from Versailles and
frrniiii for more than a mile
,on the Versailles and Frankfort Pike. It C"IiiptI,c, over
11410 acres 14_which'about 400
are tinder cultivatt
iornr. tRetiflti.aat
anct_ic_ used fo
and here ." grate those monarchs of the turf, Ben Brush.
- Peter Quince. Helios, and
ot
Pave made the CatmieWstabl,,s
famous,
The t1iiefiiitiijl beauties
of the place are the park and
the cave. It would by-hard to
conceive of anything more
beautiful in nature than the
park. It consist-Vt some for:Z.
,.arrt-s- nf etocelr enj -Buie
, Gras.. with abundant forest
tree,. and Veil kept &lies.
smiling knoll. rolling away into little valley.* and shady
nooks. tree emb.-iw,ered • vistas
of !nc leve 1. stretches (.4
green-% ard. Many. of thr old
forest tre"es covered with

Mr. Camden was born aY-Parkersburg. West Vie--gifna7 January 5, 1865
father wa.S. Johnson N.
Camden. for twelve years l'fitti:d States Senator. front
West 'Virginia • Mr. -Caniden was 'educated at Phillips
Aa-dover Academy.. and the N'irginia .Milita
ry lbstitnte at
Lexington, .Virginia, afterward 'attending,- theCorumbia,
Law SchooJ, New Vork Oty.
-•
entirlrEupnit- ts active career as treasurer and'paymaster
of the Ohio River Railroad. a line which had bun
built by the elder
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Clerk. ordinance, said
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Ar
nit, p.itunii 'lie resigned to become InVildfill and lira,iirer of the construction company which was engaged in the building
of a road later known as the Monongahela River Railroad, and extei:ding from Fairmount to Clarksburg, %Vest Virginia. In this
work he continued until the completion of the line. Mr. Catiden's
father took an active part in the development of the West Virginia
fter his death the &net at.
coal interests
LJ.sse44-11/ith John ---• •
C. Mayo and- 4 - W. Watson. for the purpose of. developing the coal
elsis in:eacte-r-n-iii-eitta,cley _ Through -thr -efforts and influence .61-t1tcse
gentlemen the Louisville' -45(
--Ches4peake itOg1117-and
the Baltimore & Ohio Railroads were induced to build' branches into
this territory, .su that mucli•of jts wonderful development is
ib2 re
-and- ability.- _
-He lia.-kl-w-ma-vs-teen-flitia of horses. and a nun
--ofyears ago lie
purcli!a seri_ from James R.., Keene - the noted stallion Spendthrift, with
smile thirty choice mare, He later added to bis stud a number of
faiitliat, 'horses, among whom. Were
Albert, Oddfellow, Mazagait. St, Somalian and Peter Quince. As 4 result, the Spring Hill
diam has contributed man.' great thoroughbreds to the_jurf; and the
history of the American horse. gays much to Mr. Camden for the lime
and energy he &sided to this avocation, as well ac for the important
service he, with ir few - otlo.rs, rendered in having drafted, and largely
through his untiring efforts, having enacted into law a bill creating
• the Kentiicky, racing commission. of which he is now a member, a
body which has succeeded in placing the sport on 3 high plane ane
thereby safeguarding racing in Kentucky from danger of legislation.
o ow np -The-reViii other afit. which wt-iiiTV.proNifiit the sport.
-and discourage. if not doom: the breeding of thoroughbreds in the
Blue Gras State.'
Mr.'Caniflen is president of the Monongah Coal".Company, and of
the Woodford Bank. of Versailles. Kentucky; and is a Director of
many other corporations. Ile was' also one "01 the prime movers in
assembling the electrical peoperties.in and_abaut.4shland. Kentucky.
Huntington. \Vest Virginia. and Ironton. Ohio, which were organiied
as the Camden Interstite Railway, of which he was the first president.
Mr. Camden's interest in his farm is not confined to agriculture
and his splendid thoroughbreds, by ,any means.....7-Spr1ng -Hill hs
acquired an enviable fame for• its pedigreed Hampshiredown Sheep.
Berkshire Ilogs.-anft Shetland Ponies, and number: among them

•
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eting heni

many -pure - winners The time and strentiorriwiniT-givorin-unrdevelopment of his. thoroughbreds has been amply rewarded by re-,
sults, lie has now a number of tine youngsters in trainipg, and his
stud is headed by Peter Quince and Ben Brush.

Peter Quince.
_ __
"there are few better bred stallions in. the history of the American
turf than Peter Quince. He was foaled in 1905. out.-of Fair Vision.
by Commando, and comes of a lon'g line of distinguished ancestor.
Ile -11 chestnut in color, and one of the handiumiest stallions*, this
Cnited States
Peter Quince only started once at two years old.
finishing second
At three he won five races, was sin times placed,
and hut three times unpliced, lie won at 7 furlongs from seven
other., won at the *ante distance in 1:25 4-5 troll' Dreamer, koseben.
Kinir Cobalt. Falcaila and four others; ran second to Priscillian at 1
mile in'1:37 3-5; won over the Gravesend 6 furlong course ml:09 1-5.and on ift6Wfurfritists at Sheepsbrad in 1:19 frinni Blikikdaii-WYnifth7
and Nimbus and at Gravesend won the Culver flandica-W-abont 6
'furlongs in 1:09, from King 'Cobalt, Field Msouse, Ben__ Ears,__BabyWolf, DeMund and fountainblue, by four ilengths.
•
Peter Quince has every requisite to MiAti a .first-class sire, having
sire, style and- finish, with a great turn of speed and could carry
Weight. and -conies from a great sire family Ile is a hallabrother to
the stake winner and sire Horoscope, who died early, but showed his
merit
- Imp,
Viainn, ant- ól Peter -Quince, is a full
sister to Juggler and Necromancer, both successful tir:s M England.
4.
•
His great grandam foaled. the good sire I.Innoxlove. while the .next
dam Was a half-sister to the Derby winner and sire Daniel O'Rourke
Commando, sire of Peter Quince, was a high-class stake winner
and sire of many winners, including Peter Pan and Colin. Commando
was the best son of44te-gteit Domino, he the best son of HiMyar, who
Was in turn the best mon of the very speedy Alarm.
the best son of
imp. Eclipse, a sire of great speed.
. Imp. Fair Vision, dam of Peter Quince, only started ones% winning
the 'Troy Stakes at Stockbridge She also foaled Miss Tenny (who_
woh fomirteeji races, including the Castleton Stake., 5 foziong, in
38 1-2, the Saragossa Stakes, a mile in 1:40 1-2, an.1 the Test Handicap.
a mile - in 1:40 1-4, and dam of Gold Ten, a stake winner of four races, including the Rose Stakes, half a mile in 46 2-5. and Miss Ogden, also a winner), and Horoscope, a horse of extreme speed, who
,won among his races the Grass Inaugural Stakes at Coney Island and •
was a good sire.
Imp. Fair Vision also foaled the very speedy Trance (who won •
sixteen races at 2 years old in WOK including elerven stakei., among
them the Ozone, half a mile in 46 2-5; Rose. half a mile in 46 1-5,
Gaiety. 41'2 furlongs in 51 3-5 and Bouquet, 5 furloug. in I M. and
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-uf the stake winners Gretna
,htegifiv.-14111
Wedding Bells.
Fro yi.ion is a full sister
to the sires and winners JugNectoinancir

-

Helios.
lest, work -Ilene by
Iletny Stull, the • great
.Anierican horse painter, was
Mr. C:amilen's Helios, and
the illustration on the cover
.. page. of this magazine sec&-reproduetiots Of
__ItiatAiaintsita. with two of
the tropiry cups won by that
splendid )4iung thoroughbred as a two-year-old.
namely, The Breeders' Fit,
•-•
writs.; - and The Cintinesti
'I'ropby. Helios, chestnut in
.coVir, is 'a inagni-ficent type
:111-=----f--.. 111,404144iciry--4
bred. _His dam -was Hindoo
1:....e. also -owned by Mr.
, ainden,. one of the best of
th-e--- H-in-doo- fatrity;--whor
---!tame :shine's so pre-eminent- _
lv --its-.
:the -Watery- of the-----Niniiican turf. The sire of
Helios wai imp, Star Shoot,
a ml he was foaled at Spring
Hilt-though bred by COI. E..
12 (lay of Paris. He has.
won ten races, the principal
. of- which were the Breeders'
.1:flintily, the richest two- N_Earralit-zae.e - in Kentucky.
Ole Harolds Stakes.- and the
trophy, wit i c li
I incinnati
ranks
e Breed'cr.' Futurity in value.' -Mi:.---Tal.n fini.lied second
iti
eleven oarts. As a threeyear-old he has only started
in one stake, the Quickstep
I I a9die aP at Latonia. which
C. he WilT-

Epos-of imp. 'Bonnie Seqt
land and Ivy Lgab by imp
Australian.
A greeit cup
winner and 47-Tay -ittccesstut sire.)
First daft', Roseville, by
----101-tirin (son Of imti.'Learn•ingtim -and imp. St ole n
Kisses, by Knight of Kars);
24 Jam. Albia:- by Alarm
(son of imp. Eclipse and.
imp.'Maud. by Stoekwell);
3d dent, Elastic, by Kenone
_of Lexington. This is- the
renowned Marla West family, tracing to a mare by
imp...lamas; and is one of
the bes(in the Amerian
Stud Book.
ThighClass race horse. a stake
winner- it two.' three and
-four .of the Cadet. Harold.,
-Emerald:.'Diamond, !lolly.
-Prospect. Nit
•.
and Champagne S ta k e s.
Stakes.. Buckeye Stakes. La•-tonia-- nee's% -Suburban and- --Brighton Handicaps, Fir.t
Spnei ll, Second Special and
littekt-s7 -trandirTerrs -and-•
pur.ies. He ktire sire of I
Dalt-cm:in. 1) it t e r. Wild
Thyme ($12.530t. liroorn•tielt
Srli7.fI3OK Brush By.
. Birch Ihoont. Delhi • $110._
Vet-. ciretna
Green. Von Te,a,n;tp. • Lath'
• tIttetr-c-ctItt-r-“_ --ri-ii41
_
New -?ifrinn Hay. Fancy
•• • Th.. the -tale- winner '
antler-a.l
414cs- Hill.
•
Fancy tthe 1.e.t two-year-

uy3i•it,
,,fIrtHr,
.
Ik!L' tit"
tell.1•1.MIMI•IIM144•90•41thritiEC.

ionri,- Vitriol. etc He was
on the list of winning
sires in 1904. Also Sweep.
tnner of IAN Futurity and
it
.utlitt

I

Ben Brush.
Bay horse, foaled .1893. t.
BY _MAMMA..
.
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:- Mayor.- crete side-walk
abetting your i
Attest: H. E. HOLT
ON, land that has been ordered
by!
Clerk,
ordinance. said pavement locat1
Pursuant to the above notice ed as described in the personal
notice delivered to you by me.
I will on September 16th,
1913
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N striving to illustrate to •the

firmer the the farmers by having judging schtiols in vanwork that is being done in the State Col- ous sections of the state from nine
time. A
leges Of Farming much spaces being given large -correspondence is carried .on intoanswering
the --tiffeeent desUsieWerWs- in ffic viaegr :inqutricalEat are received daily from farmers in
proper, The field work will be-taken tip later,- all- sections of the state, relating
and the result of demonstrations, ana experi- and management of live stock. to the-fretting
ments _will be given. These experiments -are
The students -who take instructinn—in
de-_
being made itit-tiVeY-the Vitifil-SEates, and the Partment are taken on trips frequently thi_E
to see
results are proving of inestimable value ., There the best horses, cattle, sheep, hogs and
is--no better soil in the world that-lean be found 'that are owned in Ceritiat--ICentucky. poultry
7iii—Nentucky. but even the richest soil becomes_ visiting these farms. the- instructor discusses the
nonproductive in time. When not properly treated. points of -perfection and imperfection possessed
by each animal. In this' *aythe students beDEPARTMENT OPANIMAL HUSBANDRY. come expert judges of live stock.• •
. IN 'THE COLLEGE PROPER
The, Department.maintains a- large dairy herd
and
retails milk to Over two -hundred patrons
The .p.ii ..
r po,e of the Department _ Annual iii Lexington.
Also poultry are. knit- on exhi7
Husbandry is to teach the older farmers o_f_.
lotion at the - poultry-yard which includes over
litittur..ky---14..w-ttroperty—ittattage 'and feed
two, hundred pure bred poultry cirten diffettal
their %aviiius classes of live tock, and to offer
offerer
varieties. The Elmendorf .farm is ,made. use of
in instructing students through the kindness of
MT. ChaS.L11—Beirrinan;ifanagi•#•(_ The largest'
dairy in the world is thereby placed at the disposal of the College in the instruction of students. This dairy plant includes four hundred
milk cows and altogether twelve hundred Jerseys, and a $200.000 equipment in the way of
barn and milk house. The Depaettnent has on
test 125 of the finest imported Jerseys that are

%%ere sucertikful J...n carrying away live out .of

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY DEPARTMENT
EXPERIMENT STATION
"•
The work of the Animal Husbandry Division
of the KentuCky Agricultural Experiment Station, for the past five years. has been mainly
conducted along the lines,Of-endetivcirijig to
discover, the cause of infectious abortion in cows
and mares, a disease which annually causes a
large loss to stockmen of this State; the production of anti-hog cholera Serum; feeding experiments with swine; dipping -experiments with
sheep; and forage poisoning of live. stock. The organism causing the 'disease of abortion
in the cow and thorgantstu, causing infer-tic-Mtdolls Of this Department are often sent to the abortion in the mire have been discovered. We
Student. Learning to Judge'. Morse
elairy-farrns-ofentaicky_rtry_nrateelnittr-reett--for 1..... A.
-that th--e—thgease_ tn -the Cdte
rses of lnstt4ctlon in fire Co
-If4re to the Thi•-•AZianced• Regisfries iirsitte various
by two d4tilint Seems- —
_ and in ihe Mare If
yriting men wia-expeir to- become -i-h,e• farmers - breeds:
Practical method' have been evotied of diagof Kentucky. The courses of instruction are
Most of the students of the -Animal Husbandry nosg this disease, by drawing samples of 'bloodintended to acquaint the young men with proper -riepartment rirtirrn to their own home farms;but
from- the cow and -aiare. -Bulletins have-been
methods of exannning_a_ horsei to determine his
Xv occ
,
.sionAl student--de.aites--ta -ece.ora -a. posi---ptilitished giving-the--results of-these-investiga-.
value and his soundness; to, judge whether, a don and -the Department.has placed two of its ,. tions. Experiments are now in progress for
dairy cow
[the-propertype. andifike instruc- gradaltes as dairy e!c_P_Sqs.2_
stetesinination of a. method _of _ controlling
,vittiOf _Southern
ion is given_ .a mg with heel cattle. .sheep. Railway; another one with the.Heiritt Preserv- the disea.e.
-•
ing Company. and several with -Experiment Sta1)uring - the palt year this Division has pre- tions brcaterl in other states,
pared sol:.e eighty thousand doses of anti-hog
Dr. J. H. Morgan-. dairy agent of the Southern choices. ‘trutrt. The .eqnipment for the prerraraRailway system has said that when lie wishes
to secure a itairy ager
-Tt.The-gelects a Kentucky.
stodent because the students here are so well
--htted-ro-give-peartiral-inetenetionto-the-farmers.
The Piggery and the" $10,000 Hog Cholera
Serum Plant atord excellent opportunities ,to
-acquaint stuchTiiiR with-the management of-trogs:
and with the treatment of these animals when
Student. Learnme to hider Registered Jersey _
diseased, and the excellent Shorthprn_herd main*
Cattle. College Farm
_
tained at the Elmendorf form.together with the
hogs and poultry. The students make an ex- - sheep owned by that estate, fuenisiLinateriai for
tended >Indy .of the value of the different feed acquainting the students with the management
Ii
ding • Hyper.Iirkmune for Anti:Hog
stuffs offered for- sale in Reno-mkt,. The value of these types of,stock.
Cholera. Serum
of corn silage and the proper way to go about - The Department -Itais been ropresented -ai the.
sertini, howeser. has I,ven T.,, smallbuilding a silo is discussed along with- v-arions Nation-A- Dairy Show,
' by a dairy cattle judzing tion'of
otheit_matter.. relating to the -live stock 'industry team of three students, wh:
with the Oinan.I. A- !arge brick
.,._:ame 11:-co.mpeti- to keep
lion with similar teams' froni fourteen leading 1.-.borato: and other building,: for the producoi this state. _
cholera serum are no•t• nearly—Comstate universities. The Kentircky boys in lOft. lion
The Department endeavors to cooperate_with
,
•
•
'
•
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Frey, of De]
er, was kil
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the Gordon
A large
and lament

seven trophies for which they competed, In
the_lalLAaf__19.12__Inilk_and cream-.sent- by-the-Department to the International. Dairy show
at Milwaukee and the National Dairy' Show at
Chicago, was awarded a medal at each show.
atteiting. its excellent quality. At Milwaukee
these products came in- competition with milk
and.. cream -from the best universities of the
north;-and -at -Chicago, the milk and. cream Was"cored by. the Government's .expert judges in
competition-'-with aintitar-tinstitutions and with
eighty-two dairymen_ who sent it. exhibits from
various parts of the United States. -.
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Miss Minnie Campbell and
I H. L Travis, a young coupleMr.
of
near Murray, in Calloway ^minty were married this morning at
11:30 o'clock at the residence of
H. L_ Travis. 254 Clements St
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phut dioxide; rice polished of its valuable phosstate, last year, by serum obtained from this of soils. The restoration and maintenance of
g not to impede
soil fertility is one of the most important probphates, and coated with ground talcum or glti
Statio
n.
The
annual
loss in this state from hog
g the free and
lems orilie present (inn, and is so rerogniieif cosi' The._ drug. inspec
cholera exceeds the one million dollar mark
tor and chemist found
c the streets, al
by our best informed men.
freekie rentoVerv - containing %cry- poisonous
The amount that will be saved the, commonY,
Recently the acquisition by the Station of
Section 5;:'
thugs; a tong--fist of ordinary preparations that
ss tali!). next year, from an increase in the prosmall farms in different parts of the state, repre.'.Itietion of serum. will exceed .one-half millio
er and holder
had been either -put-4p half strength or had den
senting different soil type} in etch rase, offer* teriorated.- They found ai9reparation being sold
dollam_ A bulletin on--hog cholera and the
1- 'shall not chart
great opportunities to learn 'snore' about the the farmers at an extravagant price, for feeding
runt -treatment is nearly ready for the press.
I'sewerage servii
necessary treatment .to tiring these lands up to to _cattle and hogs, and recommended to cure
a
O of $12 50 per an
productivity - and -in- Maintain a 'high TiveT-OF--tong
contain
f dence; $15.00 pi
productiveness. This work will mean. virtielLto
business4 house
those sections of the state whert the- result;
d charges for seri
secured on the Station farm' do not apply because of the difference in type of land.
itants and users
In crop work the Division is attempting by;,
able and fixed b
variety .tests to find the hest varieties of grains
cil upon a disagi
•the owner of sa:
the user.
' Section6:- er and operator
naystem shall di
ation of said srs
Some 4 the Lots for Feeding Experi
ments
with Swine.
,
the City of M
Pure
• charge sufficient
A bulletin will also soon be published by the
Animal Husbandry Division giving the result's.
only salt, charcoak sail„ vr•ii..;•ry
service for its. rr
:=,an--mre-stigaiion:Among pop Tactories Tdlliid some
esvvi.Mir nts, Ortthiefe'd-dtiriiig-'
cil
Section 7:—
the
'past
four
them to be purchasifig used crown corks
years at this Station.
I
from the Variety Testa id Wheat Note the poor shoring
age district is hei
dumps. -and using them again on the
•
Front the results of experiments es-inducte
of the plot in the renter as compared
hottles of *yank
d
in the City of heti
with those on each aide
tittle or no washing. In ,some instances
by this 'Division in conjunction, with the Bureau
they
found pops being made out of any kind
streets and all
of Animal Industry. it Vs-as determined that
of
flowwater.
and seeds for the different sections of the state. and in the majority
ers of sulphur does not enhance tobacco
of instances they found the
may hereafter
dips. and to provide
for the distribution of such seed,. pops containing little
in the curing 'of sheep scabies. As a result
no fruit.
e water mains and
of
Effort
s
will
'be continually made to. further nnthis experiment, the Bureau of Animal Indust
• This Department inspects The bakeries. grory. prove Ity selection
residences, busin
and breeding. Cultural tent cery stores. slaugh
%Vashington, D. C., discontinued the requirement
terhouses and dairies. The
with dsfferrnt crops are made in order to deterproperty as are ccs
P ot the .addition of sulphur in tobacco dips,
bakers have joined behind the'workof inspec
in 'mine the metho
tion
ds that ,will give the best result's. probably more
1 abutting upon- str
the ofhelil dipping of sheep for scabies. a ruling
than any other class of the trade.
and
at
the
same
'time
be
practi
which 'saves a large amount of money annual
cal and economiand the result of this work has accumu
water mains are
ly
lated
cal in operation
Farm machinery is studied trio an experimental
to users 01 tobacco dips.
bakery to help in' 'solving
ter be laid and i
bakers' problems, and to help them • estima
,A bulletin on forage poisoning, or so-cal
te the
led
water; Provided,
value of various ingredients used in the
cerebro-spinil meningitis in horses, mules and
products.
cattle has also been issued by this Division.
The field inspectors have collected milk
operator of said se
from most of the dairies, and the bacteriologi
st
; shall not be cot
• has examined it for contamination. This
AGRONOMY DEPARTMENT
iespecpipes along any s
ticm not only includes finding a fault with
the
Agronomy may well be defined as-the-set-and
or furnish to any
..._saritple obtained-from the market: but the
scienc
e
of
crop
produc
-Mg
tion,
up and taking of samples from the- variou
This definition will
the City of Murra
s.
give a . good idea of the scope of work that is
-points Its the dairytnain's process. and --chowit
vice, unless said s.
tgl.inducted under. the head _of_ _agronomic- tuvestc.
•extensions of &Aid
e milk. anti lioss to correct it.
imental importern will produce ;
The Department regard, the .municipal abat6 per cent on the
toir as the best remedy for the local meat
situaStudents Learning to Set Up Farm Machin
ery
tion. lt, _lias_.utailc. a. issts4y-of--:the----r
Section 8:—
rmniripat
abattoir sy,lem both in this country'
and abroad.
laying and constri
'from. the standpoint_of...eeonomy.
-and
.1-rav-in- plan. for -any-city or tow'n Want"aniVi
lie
Ttiv-iSion
-sewerage system
has a very creaitable line of.
..ing such_ advice.
in.pl-encents which ft tests for different purpos
_holder of this frar
es.
Otte important feature of the work'has been
In the College of Agriculture the Division of
mom and assigns
sanitary conditions in the preparation and sate
of
Agronomy gives instructifirr in' soil physics.'•soil
approved material
food, and the task of changing conditions among
fertility., crop., plant breeding, farm mechanic's
the'
numbe
rless ice cream makers, pop factories,
poses and shall
and . farm management. For the teaching de
retail grocery:-store, meat - -markets. poultr
maintain said syst
jkiSr subjects a splendidly equipped
y-soil physics killing estahlishinents_
slaughterhouses, and so
and soil fertility laboratory is provided and a
workmanlike and
on, has been a 'very difficu

preveni Injury to vehicles, and
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Put in a full I
5, Shouldejr_E
Trussei, in
riasfic Styles
•

op

t an aasortmemnt hereto
fore
arried only by special
houses

A11.7fa Stinchr • N - ranged in Pr qt.,,t•tori
to Growth
oh Lobed and Unlimed P1,4•

tance of the wink -of this Divisior, for the study
of crop production 'takes into account all faccirs
may have an influence upon, the yield

lt one. This ftepart-well lighted and well equipped crop and seed
mint of the Station states that the sanita
laboratory.
ry side
of. the food supply is one in which the
trade. the
The State Pure Food and Drug work is lo- .crnsumers,
and the local city and county ofcated at the Experiment Station, and is thus ficials must
cooperate if substantial results are
given the benefit of all of the elaborate scien- establ
isher'.ands maintained.
_OTC- corps and seipiipment which the Federal
The
Kentu
cky
Pure
-F
ood
work
has accomGovernment maintains. at the Station
This
plished the putting of
showing adulteraDepartment of the Station analyzed over 5.000
tion or substitution upon a large numbe
spioples of fOotls and drngs in 1°l,!. and handle
r of food
d
These-Ube/a have been put on after
2.f.0,10 rases of Xdttitetatioei _cit ini-s-karolt-ng..
These - Many fights for the benefi
t of rontrumers. Con'ample' were analOted by both chrtnisis
and
sumers can' now tell _whether a drug contai
bacteriologist, and covered a sykle range of
ns
food a habit-forming or poison
ous ingredient, or
and drug' samples. !
,linong the samples analyzed__
wisesti
er
the foci& entitain an inferior tubsti
were artificial egg and fruit preparations
tote,
used bp:, or a prere-rvative, by readin
g, the
-

Approvea:

HUGHES, der the contract to build a von-1
Mayor. • erete side-walk abrtting your
Attest: H. E. HOLTON,land1flat has been ordered by
--- • Clerk. ordin
ance, said pavement locat'
Pursuant to the above notice ed as described in the personal
I will on September 16th, 1913 notice deliver( I to you by me.
WMVOUT ^CIVIC Of Alf &MAI
-betweeerthi•--i—rra-nt jo'elocir This 4th day of Septemberr-191& ,
E.
W. Roberts,
and 4 o'cl.t..k -m : expose for
Marshal.
BEFORE TOO LATE.
sale aro ,u ;I •
_highest and
• •
Swellings of the flesh caused DISEASED
AmiltdecePtive as any dieeseed

City
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KIDNEYS

mesa

Am are Ia cants at cherry
why bal 4.;ONSTI vATED when
you can buy LIV-VER-LAX from
this Week.
E. D. MILLER?
•
0. T. Keys and wife left Wedneaday of this week for Brook- Shirley Claytonleft-the first
port, Ill., where they will re- of the week for Lexington. Ky.,
where he will enter the State
side in the future.
University for the ensuing term.
WANTED.--Two rooms, furnilataci for light housekeeping.- - YOUR LIVERLACKS GRIGF......— .
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- or fruit;
le vinegar. and
t" ciders which
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vreuneauay at LIle Meeting WW1 'lob tern Cuttin
g, sorznumi
Miss Graham.
ing and u tipg corn has b3
_
NOTICE. All parties owing me Euria Gordon is impro
for Rawleigh's Remedies will a owly.
please send me the amouhlue by Mr. Flemings and son. (
P. 0. money order at your earl- ence, of near Mayfield. we •
iest convenience. Have been this vicinity to get up a mini
sick and not able to get around school at Joppa.
to IlIPP
—14 W flencran Moe.. Our teachers. Messrs. Mi
and Stringer
institute at
t.
offMurray,
g
meeti
ng here
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/Possibilities ot Fruit wowing in Kentucky
w. Iliatheiva
Professor id Horticulture, Agricultural College. Kentuc
ky State University

•efs•

•oppetAn
s io'Und some ot
n corks from the
he bottle_s_of
ne instances they
ly kind of water,
they found the

NURSING

-

H.
.

. pctopte Ate ,thk, whether
m agtitultult. the- season; a 111dIII cash crop, perhaps
, being preAll about us. - seber, ate the lattge towns
trade or professional life, who are 'nut sub.and
ceded or followed by any one of a dozen 'Minable
cities of othei
ject to the tendency shown in all human
making a constant and incatch or cuser crops that will largely insure the
satiable demano 1.-r thee food product
experience .1 conceiving that by some change
s.
of
maintenance of soil fertility through sonning years.
To.tisfs -1rons-4-i+e-T+Iteeiretirrf-vtesi- Otirtl
My
fir enriched by more abutsar1en-.
This latitude also provideli just enough of cold in
tuckians might ,!-, with their .resources or
. ' Lint 'rewards Of labor It is fortunate
climate
for the race
its short winter to promotti.that vigor of mind and
and
soil, let us lohlt for a moment at what is not.
that thisimtinttstic_seslyiluijo.r._.& better._cutuary has
-body diet--hits-always -characterized the peOPTii
or—Icing done her! and thetc in our midst,
so -widely _held sway in human-nature. .Combt
by enter
ned. *--temperate zones in contrast to those of the tropics
.
priting growers who are awake to
with the spirit of adventure, it j_i_as produced
the advantage•
the -On the other hand, -its winter is mild enough
'
to
here,
• hardy pioneer of our. own and other lands,
rather than dreaming of fortunes to be won
nowhere
. permit growing the widest possible satiety of:thos
e
in some distant field. In a western county
better-manifested perhaps, thal.among the
Of the
early
fruits. vegetables and ornamental plants that are
statg, a painstaking apple- grower has repeate
settlers of our own state. Thir spirit of restless
dly
suited to temperate latitude;. Compare our condisold
a crop from his orchard at
adventure, however, brought'ilosim to our own
approximately $500
time tion in this respect with -111innesota. the Itakipta
s
per acre, and on several occasions has
and place, is not without its disadvantages. both
received
to and other states of 'the cold Northwest. There,
twice arta more than twice what he paid for
state and to- the individual. Lured by the glowhis
but few varieties of. apples are successfully cultientire farm less than twenty years before. In this
in
ales of sonic pew. El Purado, in distant parts
sated, peaches-are eliminated altogether, grapes and
year of 1913, (a rather unfavorable season)
of the-4
-C-S-lern country, thousands of Kentucky
, a fruit
the bnsh fruits must be laboriously laid to the
grower in one of the northern co-unties
farmers and fritit growers,. base, within the last
has had
ground and covered each year as winter approaches,
returns of over $.400 per acre from the someti
generation sacrificed in large part, the accumulatett
mes
to insur_s_keeping life in them from one season
-to despised hIsck-berey crop,grnwets
acquirsd-itr-theiCt-t- the Sat. It is true that -even in- Kentuc
ky,
once
or
of Warren Couluir, as a result of getting togethe
tu-ckihome, and ignoring the possibilities about
r
twice in a generation, there is an exceptionally
in an association, several years ago, for
them, have started out in the hope of finding a
the pursevere winter, that causes some winter killing, but
pose
of lessening the costs of production and marmore fruitful soil and a more equable climate. this occiirs;
_ for the most part, only among treesketing. have recently closed a' successful season.
Same, of course, have succeeded, but many have
Or plants that base previously been
weakened in
The area here has increased in a few years from a
met with disappointment if not disaster, while
citality from some other cause.
few scattering plots to a -total of i,000 acies, which
learning the hard lesson that no part (4 our land
,Ilow•rarely do we appreciate the lalesings-of our
-.have yielded large returns to the intelligent grower
, is without its own peculiar drawbacks and hind.
abundant rainfall-an average of 44 inches for the
rances to success,
whole state (in'Aitz it was 48 inches). Compare
the inmartial oliserillr. oming from across this with the scanty
supply of the western half.tof- the seas, it may be confidently asserted that few
our c--,untry, ranging from 25 inches down' to
• 10
states of our Union would present a niore
inches and less in an entire year It is true that
factory combination of favorable conditions for' they. practic
e irrigation with twat success, but let •
horticultural enterprise than would our own"state
it he remembered that eVeri irrigation does not inof Kentucky. Many of these favorable conditions
crease the total 3mount of water falling upon a
for horticulture, are unappreci.ited, ansl_have long
given' area; it only takes the ,quota- -ialling upon
been osCrlooked by our own people.
one part and conveys it to another. Often there_
What. it may be asked, are some of these favor- --is not enough
for all sections of a given area, and
able- conditions for horticulture?
the shortage leads to strife and constant legal
.1
First, as to hi- latitude, the situation of Kentucky' bickerings in
the courts, as witnessed in Colorado
is ideal. Lying midway between the Gulf and the
and other states of the semi-arid regions.. in recent
years. The blessings of irrigation should not, •f
course. he ignored. It alone has made possible the
rapid development of many of the great commonwealths of the West. There is a place for irriga_non in many pans -even- of-the- humid East, and It will undoubtedly be utilized 1111(!te_ and more in corn,

Productive
Vin•ywd.
---trrote-Irea.
-- vary in quaTity-,-hut most of them pre
good and some are of superlative excellence. Where.
Here 411k1 there, in other lines of horticulture,
• as in some large. areas, they are.somewhat lacking. other marked
successes have been achieved by the
- in otil or Iwo of:_the_osigtial-conuituesusof the opportunities all ser the
fertility. these elements can he cheaply supplied from
state. Multitudes of openings yet remain fro
suethe superabundance of neighboring areas with great cessfill
icareers in ,horticulsure. They are found in
success and protit Suitable temperature comilinons. ..marke
t gardening, in -winter segetablea tinder glass.'
ample rainfalls. good soils together form a tuarinty
in flower cultnre, in supplying new mining
towns
of generous harvests. Combined with go .d and
with fruits and vegetables, in orchasding. in grape
ample markets, they insure when rightly unlined, a
grossing ar.-1 other horticultural undertakings,
Kentucky Orchard Under Clean Cutfure
liheral degree of agricultural prosperity.
The Ian-is of Kentucky are yet low in price,
fuel
While the urban markets of Kentucks' are still
is cheap and relatively little is required.
food is
Great Lakes, it has enough of heat and a sufficiently
sstnewhat limited, many of them are set in need
easily pr,
.iroed for the farmer's family, and eager
long summer to permit the maturing of two and
of much more liberal supplies of home-grown
fruits
markets stlil await the gardener and fruit grower
-'sometimes thtee properly selected crops. through
and vegetables than, they are able nowso secure
who wilt :•ttelligently simply them
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to many inquirie
that I will not hay
the show ring
County Fair Oct(
ank Beaman, Pro

rage

iContimied from
I
ti.ourebIly. but ukase was witty and _uidulged in
a liking to him. I told him that I wanted to see
which
, •tied athletics in - all of lt5_branches
some canaus sarcasm that burned deep."
hint make good and gave hint a pretty complete
Then ril% • ither gave me a little money and told
".About a iseek after he got there I was sent skireh of a cowboy
's life. He said to me. 'I apme to g
cut and hustle for myrself for a year
for, and made acting foreman. I soon saw the
preciate what you are doing for me and realize
I came W cst a few months ago, and about all
condition of affairs as far as he was concerned. how I eight have
made things easier for myself. the hustl•ng rile
done was to, get rid of the
The day after I got to the home ranch. I took
My foiliS- are sx.ell to do in the East, and I was
money. I am going to stay out here and make
him out ostensibly to do some work, but really .brought up with
rather an exafigerated' idea of
good. 1. will deeply appreciaTe any help or adto giae hint sonic advice for I had taken quite
my own importance, and given a good education, _ vice ybu'
e.t;te MC. for I did not know a thing
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Solid Gold Frames
Gold FRIO, 15 year guarantee
Platanoid
Aluminum
German Silver

$8.00
4.511
&On
&50'
1.50

Solid Coil mounting, Vici
Gold Filled, 15 year guarantee

4.60

• but if restores health and cheer-

• fulness. Price per bottle.
• Sold by Dale & Stubblc efield
• Miss Minnie Campbell and. Mr.
• near
H. L. Travis, a young couple of
Murray, in Calloway °bunty were married this morning at
11:30 o'clock at the residence of
H. L Travis, 254 Clements St.
The Rev. Charles S. Gregsteot
nasin

---.me

visiting in this vicinity last
Sunday.
Mr. Alvis Finney and viife
visited Mr. John Finney at Cold.vatcr last Saturday and Sunday.
Mr. Jennie -Beach hu. moved
into hfs new -home recently
erected.
Mr. Johnson Laugston is preparing to build some houses,
aS

Telephone Sa'
One of the childre
an Alabama farm a,zid w
apparently lifeless. Tit
the telephone and calle4
He told her what to d
before he arrived the c

LEDGER

nn. That the surfant of all
streets and alleys shall be replaced in as good ceadition as possi-:

Ible and in practically as good
condition as they were before
said pipes were laid: that all res.
ky, for transmission thro
ugh sonable precaution be tak
en to,
It Matter,
I prevent injury to vehicles. and
I pedestrains while engaged in the ,
construction of such work; that
IEBI 11, 1913
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WE CAN MAKE THAT
OLD HAT 1-00-KAVEI
GHTY-- G00-0-__

_
.
__
- •-algt4=41144,1Feetel---telifcitic-nr- '1111----- - Ill, itself. I have spent niust of
. '
'...4*.41I
my
SOFT
spare time., when no tine was arou
nd,
CLEANED, DYED
STIFF
practicing with a rope and trying
i I
out ,
OCKED
_to_t
1CIAL
k
lie_tuilder -bum-wits'-ovcrin
SILK
the back corral, I .ivas getting-*tong
RETR1114MED
tatrly VotIl with my- 'experiments till
I
struck "old Pete" yesterday and the
•
rcSult was - rather disastrous. I gave
the cook a dollar to_natch,me_up,Last
ANY STYLE—ANY SIZE
night, and lie told me "old Pete"- was
the mildest mannered and "orneriest"
Send Your Hat-to
brunch' that was ever touebed. by
Us or Write Us
About it
pigskin.' 'Hurt y'ou, dld he?' I asked.
'Well, he bruised me up considerably
and my arm is very sure." •
made
a,
turn take Aid Ifis shirt, and his side
9th Ave. and
was a inass of bruises. f till you.
Vine St
PHONE CANAL 388
I admired that buy's pluck. His
right arm was so sure that he coul
d
barely raise it: His whole right side
was black and blue. Nobody had
known anything about it exceptin
g
- the cook.. whom he had bribed to
keep quieL _1 was_out- on-range
ness. all the othlidal-and_when.1-gos---back the boys had had their supper.
The cook told me.- that 'Tex' had re,turned that morning, and that he was
afraid there was going to be trouble
IteMT-TrrandBfrave„ 'lie told usethat Dave's pony had disappeared.
•
and that that afternoon the buys had
•
kindly offered to select
new 'mount
for Dave.. They had insisted on his
going over with them to the back
corral; - where they P
- ad io-ped and
caddied 'old Pete', and led him °Pt
for- Dave to rjde. Dave had refused
to accept their . selection and told
them he 'Would pick out a horse for
,
'himself the net day. • Whereupon
concert
'Ire-te-bed-sa-id, 'What's the matter'
Are you afraid of him?' in a sneering
tone.. Dave had answered. 'No. but
enteiL tainments,
I'm not riding any man-killers-for
the educaiitin of friendly cowboys.
'
and lie turned away and went back
ADDRESS
, to the hunk house. Now 'Tex was
'
a peculiar character, he was a big
- -powerful fellow with something
of a
- Care of Chamber of Commer
reputation as a pugilist. On °Tos
ce
e
CINCINNATI, OHIO
unde
rare oceastrInc_
rsta
nd
one
thing
,....and,that s tbas-.o.„y„ge.Lssiu_
_
'nrdt-g -f—i
this b-OY is to be let
"town 'Tex' worild celebrat
e
t
h
irii
p-in his chair.
alone,' 1 turned and
e by gethis
voic
to Dave. who mean
e trembled imperceptibly.
ting ,iity drunk. and for
while had recov- "1
a week afnever shot a man.". •
terwards seemed to be Poss
ered his composure,
'and said. 'Take-essed of
-Then there was. eoikit1 yonr shirts Dave.
an evil spirit (not meaning.
treth -ter-the
_ icr_pu_n).
LIvant to show -sto
ry that you 'shdt some
and -Itjeisr---Y-dirfictitt to do any- -the- boys
one."
•'1 shall do no
"Ves."- replied %Vood. "I
such thing. Wood.
thing vritivbinii.:- After- that
shot a
am amply able_woma
was over
nsr
to drat with these- he was not a had fellow,
ge„nil
-- e_men, myself.'
and .well
Not a Luxury, but
•
(Ti'CoNtineed
liked by the boy. Knowin
But I cut him short, and
g his litsaid, 'Don't .
an Absolute Necessity
•
be a fool, if you won't
tie pecipiariries. .1 hastened
show them. L. BIRTH
Over ti
STONE RINGS
the toink louse, for I fear
will.' So I reached
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